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Rock-climbing Slippers Rock-climbing slippers
used to be a bit of an oxymoron. With the rise in
popularity of bouldering and indoor climbing and
the popularity of multi-pitch trad climbing, most
of the "slopers" out there were designed for one
thing and one thing only: multi-pitch climbing.
When youre on the ground or in a crack,
however, slippers were never going to be the
best choice, since there was no room to get your
feet cranked. To the rescue came a group of
rabid sliders: they've broken the mold, released
the iron core, and are now one of the most
complete and varied lines in the game. Because
their popularity has grown, most of the
companies that make slippers have been forced
to step up their game, creating some of the most
reliable, versatile, and protective shoes you can
buy. The best slipper company to start with,
when looking for a slipper, is La Sportiva. They
created the original Miura Slipper and continue
to carry on the tradition. To get the best slipper
for your climbing needs, however, check out the
La Sportiva Kataki and Skwama models. Floor
versus Bouldering One of the coolest things
about bouldering is that it rewards a bit of
adaptability. In particular, you have to
understand that most boulders are closed off-
angle, off-width, and often on a flat, sloped
surface. So youre looking at a gummy slab with
very little ways to move your feet and a ceiling
that moves the same way as the ground. The
good news is that climbing shoes aren't made for
floor-bound days. So you can get more
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comfortable by choosing the right model.
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indoor climbing while most of the shoes in this
article offer plenty of versatility for climbing
indoors, the scarpa vapor v is the king of the
pads. with its cushy 4.5mm vibram rubber

outsole, the vapor v offers a soft, stable feel that
is easy to work and good on your hands. the
vapor v is also great for indoor bouldering,

thanks to the large toe box and soft upper that
gives the shoe good room to work. just make
sure you pay attention to the manufacturer

warranty, as the vapor v is an older model and
can wear out quickly. for a similar feel but a

shorter-lived shoe, the vibram rocksteady is a
great option. if youre looking for a shoe with a

bit more traction, the la sportiva katana lace can
handle most indoor climbing situations while still
offering plenty of stability. if youre looking for a

more traditional, lace-up option, the scarpa
katana is a solid choice for indoor climbing. as
for the future, there are rumors that scarpa is

planning to release a hard-use/stability version
of the boostic this spring. this would fit right in
with the current boostic for more conventional

climbing. but even if we dont see a hard version,
the boostic is still one of the lightest shoes in the

market and still a great choice for more
traditional bouldering. when it comes to other
features, the boostic is a good candidate for a
laceless version, since the shoe is a little thin,
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and the less lacings, the more comfortable it will
be. we also like the boostic because it is a low-
volume shoe, although we might recommend

sizing up in both the upper and the sole to make
it a little more comfortable. we think that a

boostic in a half-size larger would be too short
for many feet, so choose the size closest to the

size of your foot. 5ec8ef588b
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